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Abstract—The complexity of software tasks and the uncertainty of crowd developer behaviors make it challenging to plan
for crowdsourced software development (CSD) projects. In a
competitive crowdsourcing marketplace, competition on shared
worker resources from simultaneously open tasks adds another
layer of complexity to potential outcomes of software crowdsourcing. These lead to an increasing need for scheduling support for
CSD managers to improve the visibility and predictability into
crowdsourcing processes and outcomes. To that end, this paper
proposes an evolutionary algorithm-based scheduling method.
The proposed evolutionary scheduling method utilizes a genetic
algorithm to optimize and recommend the task schedule. The
method uses three fitness functions, respectively based project
duration, task similarity, and task failure prediction. The task
failure fitness uses a neural network to predict the probability of
task failure on arrival date. The proposed method recommends
the best start date for the project as a whole and each individual
task so as to achieve the lowest project failure ratio.
Index Terms—Crowdsourcing, Task Scheduling, Task Similarity, Task Failure, Neural Network, Evolutionary Algorithm,
Genetic Algorithm, TopCoder

I. I NTRODUCTION
Crowdsourced Software Development (CSD) has been increasingly adopted in modern software practices aiming at
leveraging crowd-wisdom to complete software mini-tasks
faster and cheaper [1], [2]. The success of CSD relies on
receiving qualified submissions by a large crowd of software
workers who are registering and submitting for crowdsourced
tasks. More specifically, a general CSD process starts with
companies distributing their project’s tasks with prizes online,
and then crowd software workers browsing and registering to
work on selected tasks, and submitting work products once
completed. Crowd submissions will be evaluated by experts
and experienced developers, through a peer review process,
to assure the submission quality [3] [4]. The number of
submissions per task and their evaluated scores reflect the level
of success in task satisfaction or completion.
In order for a CSD platform to function efficiently, it must
address both the needs of task providers as demands and crowd
workers as suppliers. Mismatches between these needs might
lead to task failure in the CSD platform. In general, planning
for CSD tasks is challenging [1], because software tasks
are complex, independent, and require potential task-takers

pertaining specialized skill-sets. The challenges come from
multi-folds: 1) task requesters typically need to simultaneously
monitor and control a large number of mini-tasks decomposed
suitable for crowdsourcing; 2) task requesters generally have
little to no control over how many/how dedicated workers will
engage in their tasks; and 3) task requesters are competing
shared worker resources with other open tasks in the market.
To address these challenges, existing methods have explored
various methods and techniques to bridge the information
gap between demand and supply in crowdsourcing-based software development. These includes: studies towards developing
better understanding on worker motivation and preferences
in CSD [5] [6] [7] [8], studies focusing on predicting task
failure [9] [10]; studies employing modeling and simulation
techniques to optimize CSD task execution processes [11],
[12]; and studies for recommending the most suitable workers
for tasks [13] and developing methods to create crowdsourced
teams [14] [15].
A recent study shows in competitive crowdsourcing, lower
level of task similarity tends to lead to higher chance of
task success and workers’ elasticity [16]. However, existing
work lacks effective supports for analyzing the impact of task
similarity and task arriving date on task failure. In this study,
we approach these gaps by proposing a task scheduling method
leveraging combination of evolutionary algorithm and neural
network.
The objective of this study is to propose a task scheduling recommendation framework to support CSD managers
to explore options to improve the success and efficiency of
crowdsourced software development. To this end, we first
present a motivational example to highlight the practical
needs in a software crowdsourcing task scheduling. Then we
propose a task scheduling architecture based on an evolutionary algorithm. This algorithm seeks to reduce predicted task
failure while at the same time shortening project duration and
managing the level of task similarity in the platform. The
system takes as input a list of tasks, their durations, and their
interdependencies. It then finds a plan for the overall project,
meaning an assignment of each task to a specific day after
the start of the project. Also, system checks the similarity
among parallel tasks to make sure they provide the efficient

workers attraction in the platform. The proposed evolutionary
task scheduler then recommends a task schedule plan with
lowest task failure probability per task to arrive in the platform.
The proposed system represents a task scheduling method
for competitive crowdsourcing platforms based on the workflow of TopCoder1 , one of the primary software crowdsourcing
platforms. The recommended schedule provides improved
duration while decreasing task failure probability. Also the
recommended schedule leads to an easier competition over
available resource supply due to lower number of open similar
tasks upon task arrival in the platform.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II introduces a motivating example that inspires this study.
Section III presents a review of related work. Section IV
outlines our research design and methodology. Section V
presents the case study and model evaluation, and Section VI
presents the conclusion and outlines a number of directions
for future work.
II. M OTIVATING E XAMPLE
The motivating example illustrates a real-world crowdsourcing software development (CSD) project on the TopCoder
platform. It consists of 19 tasks with a total duration of
110 days. The project experienced a 57% task failure ratio,
meaning 11 of the 19 tasks failed. More specifically, Task 14
and 15 failed due to client request, and Task 3 failed due to
unclear requirements. The remaining eight tasks (i.e. Task 1,
2, 4, 5, 8, 11, 13, and 17) failed due to zero submissions.
An in-depth analysis revealed that the eight failed tasks due
to zero submissions were basically three tasks (i.e. tasks 2, 4,
and 8) that were re-posted after each failure to be successfully
completed as the new task.
As illustrated in Figure 1, Task 2 was cancelled and reposted as Tasks 5 and 7, which was finally completed on the
third attempt, when it was listed as Task 7 with changes in the
monetary prize and task type. Task 4 was cancelled and reposted as Task 6. Task 6 was completed with no modification.
Task 8 also failed at first. It was re-posted six times as Tasks
11, 13, 14, 15, 17, and 18. Each re-posting modified Task
8 in terms of the monetary prize, task type, and required
technology. Finally, the task was successfully completed as
Task 18. This means the original project plan contained 10
tasks. If all of the tasks were completed in the first posting
attempt, the project could have been done during 37 days.
Figure 2 represent the original plan. Studying task 18 revealed
that it arrived with 5 similar tasks with similarity degree of
60% in the platform. Also task failure probability on the arrival
day for task 18 was 17%.
This observation motivated us to propose a scheduling
method based on a combination of evolutionary algorithms
and deep learning. This method can reduce the probability of
task failure in the platform, while simultaneously controlling
the level of task similarity on task arrival day per project.
1 https://www.topcoder.com/

III. R ELATED W ORK
A. Task Scheduling in Crowdsourcing
Different characteristics of machine and human behavior
create delays in product release [17]. This phenomenon leads
to a lack of systematic processes to balance the delivery of
features with the available resources [17]. Therefore, improper
scheduling would result in task starvation [5]. Parallelism in
scheduling is a great method to create the chance of utilizing
a greater pool of workers [18] [19]. Parallelism encourages
workers to specialize and complete tasks in a shorter period.
The method also promotes solutions that benefit the requester
and can help researchers to clearly understand how workers
decide to compete on a task and analyze the crowd workers
performance [5]. Shorter schedule planning can be one of the
most notable advantages of using CSD for managers [3].
Batching tasks in similar groups is another effective method
to reduce the complexity of tasks and it can dramatically
reduce costs [20]. Batching crowdsourcing tasks would lead
to a faster result than approaches which keep workers separate
[21]. There is a theoretical minimum batch size for every
project according to the principles of product development
flow [22]. To some extent, the success of software crowdsourcing is associated with reduced batch size in small tasks.
Besides, the delay scheduling method [23] was specially designed for crowdsourced projects to maximize the probability
that a worker receives tasks from the same batch of tasks
they were performing. An extension of this idea is introduced
a new method called “fair sharing schedule” [24]. In this
method, various resources would be shared among all tasks
with different demands to ensure that all tasks would receive
the same amount of resources. For example, this method was
used in Hadoop Yarn. Later, Weighted Fair Sharing (WFS) [7]
was presented as a method to schedule batches based on their
priority. Tasks with higher priority are to be introduced first.
Another proposed crowd scheduling method is based on the
quality of service (QOS) [10]. This is a skill-based scheduling
method with the purpose of minimizing scheduling while
maximizing quality by assigning the task to the most available qualified worker. This scheme was created by extending
standards of Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) [25]. The
third available method method is HIT-Bundle [7]. HIT-Bundle
is a batch container which schedules heterogeneous tasks into
the platform from different batches. This method makes for
a higher positive outcome by applying different scheduling
strategies at the same time. The method was most recently
applied in helping crowdsourcing-based service providers meet
completion time SLAs [26]. The system works by recording
the oldest task waiting time and running a stimulative evaluation to recommend the best scheduling strategy for reducing
the task failure ratio.
B. Task Similarity in Crowdsourcing
Generally, workers tend to optimize their personal utility
factor when registering for a task [5]. It is reported that
workers are more interested in working on similar tasks in

Fig. 1. Overview of Motivation Example

Fig. 2. Original Project Plan

terms of monetary prize [8], context and technology [7], and
complexity level [6]. Context switching generates a reduction
in workers’ efficiency [7]. However, workers usually try to
register for a greater number of tasks than they can complete
[13]. It is reported that a high task similarity level negatively
impacts task competition level and team elasticity [16]. Also,
attracting workers to a large group of similar tasks may cause
zero registration, zero submissions, or unqualified submissions
for some tasks due to lack of worker availability [9] [10]. A
combination of these observations led to task failure due to: 1)
receiving zero registrations for a task based on a low degree of
similar tasks and a lack of available skillful workers [8], and 2)
receiving non-qualified submissions or zero submissions based
on a lack of time to work on all the tasks registered by the
worker [27].
C. Challenges in Crowdsourcing
Considering the highest rate for task completion and submission acceptance, software managers will be more concerned about the risks of adopting crowdsourcing. Therefore,
there is a need for a better decision-making system to analyze
and control the risks of insufficient competition and poor
submissions due to the attraction of untrustworthy workers.
A traditional method of addressing this problem in the software industry is task scheduling. Scheduling is helpful in
prioritizing access to resources. It can help managers optimize
task execution in the platform to attract the most reliable and
trustworthy workers. Normally, in traditional methods, task

requirements and phases are fixed, while cost and time are
flexible. In a time-boxed system, time and cost are fixed, while
task requirements and phases are flexible [28]. However, in
CSD all three variables are flexible. This characteristic creates
a huge advantage in crowdsourcing software projects.
Generally, improper scheduling could lead to task starvation
[5], since workers with greater abilities tend to compete with
low skilled workers [27]. In this case, users are more likely to
choose tasks with fewer competitors [29]. Also, workers who
intentionally choose to participate in less popular tasks could
potentially enhance winning probabilities, even if workers
share similar expertise. It brings some severe problems in
the crowd workers trust system to continue performing on a
task and causes a lot of dropped and non-completed tasks.
Moreover, tasks with relatively lower monetary prizes have a
high probability of registration and completion, which results
in only 30% of problems in the platform being solved [30].
Lower priced tasks may attract higher numbers of workers to
compete and consequently increases the chance of starvation
for more expensive tasks and project failure.
The above issues indicate the importance of task scheduling
in the platform in order to attract the right amount of trustworthy workers and expertise that will result in a shortened
task release time. This research presents an evolutionary based
scheduling method which considers market share per arriving
task in order to attract trustworthy workers.
IV. R ESEARCH M ETHODOLOGY
To solve the scheduling problem, we used a genetic algorithm to schedule tasks based on the minimum probability of
task failure and degree of similarity among list of parallel tasks
in the project. Then we added a neural network model from
[31] to predict the probability of task failure per day. This
architecture can be operated on any crowdsourcing platform;
however, we focused on TopCoder as the target platform.
In this method, task arrival date is suggested based on the
degree of task similarity among parallel tasks in the project
and the probability of task failure in the platform based on
task similarity in the platform and reliability of available
workers to make a valid submission. Figure 3 presents the
overview of the task scheduling architecture. List of tasks

Fig. 3. Overview of Evolutionary Scheduling Architecture
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF M ETRICS D EFINITION
Type

Metrics
Task registration start date (TR)
Task submission end date (TS)

Tasks attributes

Task registration end date (TRE)
Monetary Prize (Pr)
Technology (Tech)
Platforms (PLT)
Task Status
# Registration (R)

Tasks performance # Submissions (S)
# Valid Submissions (VS)

Definition
The first day of task arrival in the platform and when workers can start registering for
it. Range: (0, ∞))
Deadline by which all workers who registered for task have to submit their final results.
Range: (0, ∞)).
The last day that a task is available to be registered for. Range: (0, ∞)).
Monetary prize (USD) offered for completing the task and is found in task description.
Range: (0, ∞)).
Required programming language to perform the task. Range: (0, # Tech))
Number of platforms used in task. Range: (0, ∞)).
Completed or failed tasks
Number of registrants that sign up to compete in completing a task before registration
deadline. Range: (0, ∞).
Number of submissions that a task receives before submission deadline. Range: (0, #
registrants].
Number of submissions that a task receives by its submission deadline that have passed
the peer review. Range: (0, # registrants].

of a crowdsourced project is uploaded in the evolutionary
task scheduler. The Task dependency orders tasks based on
the project dependency and tasks duration. In parallel, Task
Similarity calculates the similarity among tasks to make sure
batch of arrival tasks follow the optimum similarity level.
Then, Task failure predictor analyzes the probability of failure
of an arriving task in the platform based on the number
of similar tasks available on arriving day, average similarity,
task duration, and associated monetary prize. Then the model

recommends a probability of task failure for the assigned date
with two days surplus. In next step, the parent selection selects
the most suitable set of parents to use for reproduction, i.e.
the generation of new chromosomes. Every generation, all
chromosomes are evaluated by the fitness functions. The result
of task performance in the platform is to be collected and
reported to the client along with the input used to recommend
the posting date.

A. Evolutionary Task Scheduling Conceptual Method
The crowdsourced task scheduling problem is a multiobjective optimization problem with dynamic characteristics
that requires to react to changes effectively and track the
changing of task similarity and probability of task failure
over time. Therefore, we propose a novel evolutionary task
scheduling method which combines multiple objectives. The
presented method integrates artificial neural network with
the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [32],
which is one of the most efficient algorithm in solving static
multi-objective problems.
1) Task Dependency: A crowdsourced project (PK ) is a
sequence of time dependent tasks that needs to be completed
during specific period of time. In this study, the time sequence
of an arriving task is considered as a measurement of the
series of parallel or sequential tasks that followed finish-tostart task dependency techniques T Di . Task (n), Tn , is parallel
(Pi ) with task (n-1), Tn−1 , if it starts before Tn−1 . And Tn is a
sequential task (Si ) for Tn−1 if it starts after Tn is completed.
The project duration (P DK ) is defined as the total duration
of sequential tasks per project.
Pk = ({Ti }, {T Di }, P Dk )
(


1 Pi = 1




T Di =


0 Si = 1





i= 1, 2, 3, . . . , n
where


(

Pk



P Dk = i=0 Si



K= 1, 2, 3, . . . , m
2) Task Similarity: Task similarity level is defined as the
degree of task similarity between a set of simultaneously open
tasks. To analyze task similarity, we calculate the tasks’ local
distance from each other to analyzed task similarity factor,
based on textual task requirements. More specifically, the
calculation follows the following detailed definitions.
Def.1: Task Similarity (Simi,j ) is the similarity between
two tasks Ti and Tj is defined as the weighted sum of all
local similarities across the features listed in Table II :

TABLE II
F EATURES USED TO MEASURE TASK DISTANCE
Feature
Task Monetary Prize
(P)
Task registration start
date (TR)
Task submission end
date (TS)
Task Type
Technology (Tech)
Platform (PL)
Detailed Requirement

Description of distance measure Disti
(P rizei - P rizej ) = P rizeM ax
(T Ri - T Rj ) = Dif f T RM ax
T Si - T Sj ) = Dif fT SM ax
(T ypei == T ypej ) ? 1 : 0
Match(T echi :T echj )=N umberOf T echsM ax
(P Li == P Lj ) ? 1 : 0
(Reqi ∗ Reqj )/(|Reqi | ∗ |Reqi |)

used early stopping to avoid over-fitting. The trained model
provided a loss of 0.04 with standard deviation of 0.002.
To help in understanding of the qualities of the task failure
predictor model, the input variables of the model, including
task duration, task monetary prize, number of open tasks, and
average task similarity are defined below. A definition for the
probability of task failure in the platform, used as the reward
function to train the neural network model, can also be found
below.
Def.2: Task Duration (Di ) is the total available time from
task (i) registration start date (T Ri ) to submissions end date
(T Si ):
Di =

n
X

T Si − T Ri

i=0

Def.3: Actual Prize (Pi ) is the summation of the prize
that the winner (P Wi )(i.e first place) and runner up(P Ri )(i.e
second place) will receive after passing peer review.
P ri =

n
X

P Wi + P Ri

i=0

Def.4: Number of Open Tasks per day (N OTd ) is the
Number of tasks (Tj ) that are open for registration when a
new task (Ti ) arrives on the platform.
N OTd =

Simi,j = W1 ∗ Dist1 (Ti , Tj ) + ... + Wn ∗ Distn (Ti , Tj )
3) Task Failure Predictor: To predict probability of task
failure in the platform, a fully connected feed forward neural
network was trained. It is reported that task monetary prize and
task duration [8] [5] are the most important factors in raising
competition level for a task. In this research, we are adding
the variables considered in our observations (i.e number of
open tasks and average task similarity) to the reported list of
important factors as input features to train the neural network
model. The network is configured with five layers of size 32,
16, 8, 4, 2, and 1. We applied a K-fold (K=10) cross-validation
method on the train/test group to train the prediction of task
failure probability in the neural network model. Also, We

n
X

Tj

j=0

where : T REj >= T Ri
Def.5: Average Task Similarity per day (AT Sd ) is the
average similarity score (Simi,j ) between the new arriving
task (Ti ) and currently open tasks (Tj ) on the platform.
Pn
i,j=0 Simi,j
AT Sd =
N OTd
where : T REj >= T Ri
Def.6: Probability of task failure per day, (P (T Fd )) is the
probability that a new arriving task (Ti ) does not receive a
valid submission and fails given its arrival date.

Pn
P (T Fd ) = 1 −

i=0 V Si
N OTi

where : T REj >= T Ri
To determine the optimal arrival date, we run the neural
network model and evaluate the result for arrival day, one
day after, and two days after.To predict the probability of task
failure in future days, there is a need to determine the number
of expected arriving tasks and associated task similarity scores
compared to the open tasks in the future.
Def.7: Rate of Task Arrival per day (T Ad ), Considering
that the registration duration (difference between opening and
closing dates) for each task is known at any given point in
time, the rate of task arrival per day is defined as the ratio
of the number of open tasks per day N OTd over the total
duration of open tasks per day Dd .
N OTd
T Ad = Pn
j=0 Dj
By knowing the rate of task arrival per day, the number of
open tasks for future days can be determined.
Def.8: Number of Open Tasks in the Future OTf ut is the
number of tasks that are still open given a future date N OTf ut ,
in addition to the rate of task arrival per day T Ad multiplied
by the number of days into the future ∆Tdays .

2) Reproduction and variation: Chromosomes are reproduced either through simple copying or through crossover, followed by mutation. We employ standard two-point crossover:
Randomly two indices are selected and sequences between
those two points are exchanged between two parent chromosomes to create two new offspring. The probability of
reproduction through crossover is 0.9.
For mutation, we use a shuffling strategy. For each value
in the sequence, an index is chosen randomly for shuffling.
Probability for each index to get selected for shuffling is
1/(lengthOf Sequence); and, the probability of performing
variation operation on a given sequence is 0.1.
During initialization of chromosomes, as well as during
reproduction, we ensure that every chromosome adheres to
the task dependency constraint. A crowd project contains a
list of time related tasks. The task dependency constraint is
that tasks in the project follow their required dependencies.
(
T Ri
Si,j = 0
T Rj =
T Si + 1 Si,j = 1
3) Fitness Functions: We use three fitness functions that
respectively seeks to minimize project duration, to minimize
probability of task failure in the platform, and to manage task
similarity in the project. Each fitness function is described
below:
• Project duration: The first fitness function measures the
complete duration of the project.

OTtm = N OTtm + T Ad ∗ ∆Tdays

P Dk =

Also there is a need to know the average task similarity in
future days.
Def.9: Average Task Similarity in the Future AT Sf ut , is
defined as the number of tasks that are still open given a
future date N OTf ut multiplied by the average task similarity
of this group of tasks AT Sf ut , the average task similarity of
the current day AT Sd multiplied by the rate of task arrival per
day T Ad and the the number of days into the future ∆Tdays .
AT Sf ut = N OTf ut ∗ AT Sf ut + AT Sd ∗ T Ad ∗ ∆Tdays
B. Evolutionary Task Scheduling Design

C HROMOSOME
A
1

B
7

C
11

D
17

Si

i=0
•

Task Similarity: It is reported that tasks with similarity of
60% lead to the highest level of competition with lower
level of task failure [16]. Similarity fitness function makes
sure that tasks that are not following the same similarity
level and are parallel do not arrive at the same time.
(


Simi,j = 0.6
P = 1 T R = T Ri
i,j
j
T REi Simi,j 6=0.6


Pi,j = 0 T Rj = T Si + 1

•

Task Failure Probability: The system recommend the
arrival date with the lowest probability of task failure
based on the result of neural network.
T Ri = min(p(T Fd ),p(T Ftm ),p(T Ftm + 1))

TABLE III
Tasks
Arrival Day

k
X

E
33

F
11

G
61

H
28

I
22

1) Chromosome Representation and Initial Population: The
chromosome is represented as a sequence of integers where
each value indicates the arrival day for the respective task. So
here, one chromosome represents the schedule for the given
project. The integer values are bounded between 0 and the
maximum allowed duration for the project.

4) Selection Operator: For parent selection operation a
crowding-distance based tournament strategy has been used.
A crowding distance is a measure of how close a chromosome
is to its neighbors. For selecting individuals for the next
generation from the pool of current population and offspring
we use the selection method from NSGA-II.
5) Termination criterion: We ran the evolutionary algorithm for a fixed number of iterations/generations. We get
multiple solutions, also called Pareto Optimal, in almost all
cases, since we want to optimize multiple objectives.

V. E XPERIMENT D ESIGN
To evaluate the conceptual model introduced in Section IV,
this section presents the experiment design and evaluation base
line for this study.
A. Research Questions
To investigate the impact of probability of task failure in
platform and task similarity level with in the project, the
following research questions were formulated and studied in
this paper:
RQ1 (Project Schedule Acceleration): How to provide a
crowdsourced task scheduling to improve project duration and
reduce probability of task failure?
This research question aims to investigate the affect of the
proposed method on project duration while decreasing task
failure probability in the CSD platform.
RQ2 (Task Similarity): How does similarity among tasks
impact on project duration while reducing probability of task
failure?
Understanding impact of task inter-dependencies on project
duration helps to provide better strategies in task planning.
RQ3 (Scheduling Trade-Off): What is the trade off between
RQ1 and RQ2?
Providing an easier competition level per task in the platform, directly reduces the probability of task failure. Therefore
providing a task schedule which not only minimize project
duration and probability of task failure but also grantees an
easier competition per task is the main goal of a project
manager.
B. Data set
The gathered data set contains 403 individual projects
including 4,908 component development tasks and 8,108
workers from Jan 2014 to Feb 2015, extracted from TopCoder
website. Tasks are uploaded as competitions in the platform
and Crowd software workers register for and complete the
challenges. On average, most of the tasks have a life cycle of
14 days from the first day of registration to the submission’s
deadline. When a worker submits their final files, their submission is reviewed by experts to and labeled as a valid or invalid
submission. TableI summarizes the task features available in
the data set.
C. Implementation of The Evolutionary Task Scheduling
There are three steps in implementing the evolutionary task
scheduler: initial population and chromosome representation,
fitness function, and task scheduler.
1) Initial Population and Chromosome Representation:
Task population is equal to the all the tasks decomposed
form the crowd project. Task execution follows the project
schedule provided by the project manager. The the initial
chromosome follows the original task dependencies introduced
by the project manager with 0 days delay. This research
used tasks in the project form motivation example as task
population and the earliest project schedule was used as initial
chromosome. Table IV shows the task dependency in the
example project.

TABLE IV
TASK D EPENDENCY IN THE M OTIVATION E XAMPLE
Task ID (Ti )
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

Sequential
(Si )
T1
T2
T2
T4
T4
T6
T7
T7
T9

Parallel (Pi )

T3
T5
T8

Duration(day)
(Di )
3
4
5
2
5
5
6
30
5
6

2) Fitness Function: In order to manage fitness function in
the experiment we followed below steps:
• Project duration: The first fitness function measures the
complete duration of the project for suggested schedule.
• Task Similarity: The similarity function designed to calculate the cosine similarity among the tasks in the project.
When two task in the project are arriving parallel that
are not following 60% rule, task (j),Tj , with longer
registration duration, will be postponed to arrive after task
(i), Ti registration end date.
T Rj = T REi
(
Pi,j = 1
where :
T REi <= T REj
•

Task Failure Probability: Tasks following the dependency
requirement function and meeting the task similarity
are entering the task failure probability function to be
assigned to the date with lowest failure probability.
VI. R ESULTS

The aim of the proposed scheduling method is to enables
managers with the task execution plan with lowest task failure
probability and easiest competition level per task. In order to
answer the research questions in part V-A we scheduled the
motivation example with the evolutionary scheduling introduced in part IV-A.
A. Project Schedule Acceleration
In order to have a better understanding of shortening
task scheduling while minimizing task failure probability,
we studied schedule acceleration of motivation project under
evolutionary scheduling. To answer this question we eliminate
the second fitness function ( Task Similarity) and scheduled the
project with focusing on minimizing task failure probability.
Figure 4-a illustrates the scheduling result.
As it is shown project duration has decreased from 110
days to 60 days.The probability of task failure has dropped to
10%. While the scheduling method providing 23 days delay
in compare with the shortest possible project plan( 37 days),

Fig. 4. Schedule Acceleration Timeline

the re commanded schedule finishes 50 days earlier than the
original project duration with 47% higher chance of success.
Moreover, according to the recommended project timeline,
project faced the maximum task failure probability of 33% on
task 7 and the minimum failure probability of 0.0 on tasks
2,5,6,8,9 and 10.

Moreover, the method recommended to postpone the start
date of the project for 47 day, April 29th , in order to have 0
days overlap due to task similarity.

B. Task Similarity
To successfully crowdsource a software project, not only is
it important to achieve a task scheduling plan to provide lowest
probability of task failure, but also it is vital to provide easy
competition level per task. To answer RQ2 we have added
task similarity fitness function to the Evolutionary scheduling.
In this part we analyze the recommended schedule with 0
similarity cost form the solution space.
As it is presented in figure 4-b, evolutionary scheduling
recommends a plan with duration of 79days and average probability of task failure of 5%. Compare with the schedule from
RQ1, evolutionary scheduling provides 19 days longer project
plan, while it provides 5% lower task failure probability. Also,
evolutionary scheduling takes similarity among the project
tasks in to account.This creates easier competition to attract
resources.

Fig. 5. Number of Open Tasks on Task Arrival Day

C. Scheduling Trade Off
To have a a better understanding of the impact of the
proposed evolutionary scheduling we investigate the number
of open tasks, number of open tasks and average task similarity
level on the recommended arrival date.

Figure 5 presents the number of open task per arrival
task based on different scheduling plan in RQ1 and RQ2.
Scheduling under decreasing task failure while improving the
project duration lead to competition level with on average
3 other tasks per day. The easiest competition to attract the
resources happened for T1 with 0 open tasks in the arrival
date and T9 faced the hardest competition with 7 other tasks
available in the platform. Clearly, taking task Similarity in
to account creates easier competition level per arriving tasks.
As it is shown the result of scheduling under RQ2 provides
task arriving with average one open task per arrival date, with
minimum 0 open task for T1 ,T4 ,T6 ,T8 ,T10 , and maximum 3
open tasks when T7 arrived.
Another measure to investigate is average task similarity on
the recommended task arrival date. As it is shown in figure 6
the scheduling with focus on improving project duration and
decreasing task failure probability. Tasks are arriving to the
platform with on average 32% task similarity. T3 ,T4 ,T5 , andT6
are competing with tasks with more than 75% similarity. While
adding task similarity fitness function to scheduling process
provides task arrival with on average 14% task similarity in
the platform.T4 faced the highest task similarity level of 65%.

Fig. 7. Average Task failure Probability per Recommended Task Schedule

1 and 14% respectively). Figure 8 illustrates the average task
similarity cost per recommended task schedule. Task similarity
cost is the ratio of duration added to the recommended task
schedule due to considering task similarity fitness function. As
it is shown in figure 8 the lowest cost happens when either
project duration is between 70 days to 80 days or more than
100 days. Since the main objective is reducing project during
the optimum solution is project duration of 70-80 days(shown
in green).

Fig. 6. Average Task Similarity on Task Arrival Day

D. Discussion and Finding
The recommended plan that provides schedule acceleration
of 27% (i.e 79/110). Also, the result of evolutionary scheduling
provided a plan with average probability of task failure of
5%. This result not only is 53% lower than the original plan
of the project but also it is lower than reported failure ratio
in the platform (i.e 15.7%) [33] [13]. Figure 7 shows the
average probability of task failure per recommended schedule
by evolutionary scheduler. According to the figure 7 longer
project duration provides lower probability of task failure.
The goal is to reducing schedule acceleration while reducing
task failure, hence, the optimum solutions occurs under 5
recommended schedule with duration around 70 days which
provides task failure probability of 4%(shown in green) .
Investigating the number of open tasks and the average
task similarity on recommended arriving day per task support
that the evolutionary task scheduling method assures lower
competition over shared supplier resources per arrival task(i.e

Fig. 8. Average Task Similarity Cost per Recommended Task Schedule

E. Threats to Validity
First, the study only focuses on competitive CSD tasks on
the TopCoder platform. Many more platforms do exist, and
even though the results achieved are based on a comprehensive
set of about 5,000 development tasks, the results cannot be
claimed to be externally valid. There is no guarantee the same
results would remain exactly the same in other CSD platforms.
Second, there are many different factors that may influence
task similarity, task success, and task completion. Our similarity algorithm and task failure probability-focused approach are
based on known task attributes in TopCoder. Different similarity algorithms and task failure probability-focused approaches
may lead us to different, but similar results.
Third, the result is based on tasks only. Workers’ network
and communication capabilities are not considered in this

research. In the future, we need to add this level of research
to the existing one.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
CSD provides software organizations access to an infinite,
online worker resource supply. Assigning tasks to a pool
of unknown workers from all over the globe is challenging. A traditional approach to solving this challenge is task
scheduling. Improper task scheduling in CSD may cause
zero task registrations, zero task submissions or low qualified
submissions due to uncertain worker behavior, and consequentially, task failure. This research proposes an evolutionary
task scheduling method. The proposed approach recommends
task scheduling plans based on a set of task dependencies
in a crowdsourced project, similarities among tasks, and task
failure probabilities based on recommended arrival date. The
proposed evolutionary scheduling method utilizes a genetic
algorithm to optimize and recommend the task schedule. The
method uses three fitness functions, respectively based project
duration, task similarity, and task failure prediction. The task
failure fitness uses a neural network to predict probability of
task failure on arrival date. The proposed method recommends
the best start date for the project as a whole and each individual
task so as to achieve the lowest project failure ratio.
In future, we would like to expand our model to provide a
platform level scheduler which not only recommends the best
scheduling plan but also provides required task decomposition
action to achieve the lowest task failure.
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